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1 Workshop Objectives

• To identify/comment the Science of Information grand challenges.

• To understand:

– How to deal with large amounts of data

– Extensions necessary for Information Theory to work:

∗ from sequences to networks and databases

∗ in a dynamic environment

∗ in Biology

∗ with Social networks

– Other people’s research problems in order to acquire a global vision: the big
picture

The unifying problem: Big data. Some examples of areas where people have to deal with
big data are: Data streaming in the Internet, Economics, Communication, and etc.

In the spirit of Shannon, the objective of the workshop is to explore questions that give
solutions from a general perspective of the problem.

2 Grand Challenges Sessions Summary

2.1 Communication Grand Challenges

Shannon changed the way of thinking about communication from a purely physical phe-
nomenon to a more general broader idea. However, Shannon did not take into account
semantics when he proposed his model. This is an element that needs to be integrated with
Information Theory. The reason is that with big data communication may become pro-
hibitive as the portion of content to be transmitted becomes larger and larger. With large
datasets distributed aspects are of importance. A good example of information extraction
from big data is the Netflix Prize. Netflix proposed a challenge prized one million dollars to
the best algorithm that could successfully predict user ratings for films based on previous
ratings. The 2nd round of the challenge was cancelled due to ethical problems.

Big data have certain properties that are needed to understand. For instance, it is not
known how DNA data affect proteomic data and although it is known that higher levels
of DNA are indicative of the creation of protein, we do not know how DNA data affect
proteomic data. This may be due to the fact that proteins are expressed differently in a cell
of the brain than in a cell of the muscles. In this context, goal-oriented communication can
be used for storage into or retrieval from protein databases or other biological databases.
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When dealing with big data, even when stored in one single place, it should be approached
as some sort of distributed processing problem because it cannot be processed at once. Other
important aspect to be considered is lossy compression. In many scenarios one may want to
perform queries over the compressed data without uncompressing it. The challenge here is
how characterize the tradeoff between compression vs. quality of retrieval from a query.

There was also brief mention about bringing the survival of the fitness paradigm into
communication systems.

2.2 Knowledge Extraction Grand Challenges

The objective of this trust is to find connections between Knowledge Extraction and Statis-
tical Relational Learning with Information Theory. Knowledge extraction is the discovery,
extraction and quantification of useful information. Something that is worth analyze is what
can be considered ”useful” and ”learnable”. Some important data types that arise in different
applications are: sequence, network, structured, streaming, and high-dimensional streaming
data. Availability of data and the types of data available have changed in recent years.
Certain elements addressed by the Center include: structure (measures for quantifying in-
formation in geometric structures and networks), delay (vs. timely delivery of information),
space (Localize communications can be used to improve information transfer. It also can
appear in natural scenarios), semantics, cooperation/dependency (i.e. ways to process co-
operation/dependency), learnable information, resource constraints, and quantum aspects.

Some characteristics of an example of big data at an Internet search engine scale:

• Massive data: user base and engagement

– 650M+ users

– Content is tailored to each user

• Global: fast streams

• Challenging Users:

– Rapidly extracting value from voluminous data

– Downtime is not an option (outages= $ millions in losts)

– Variable usage patterns

It is important to consider how to use/extract useful information in these types of online
social networks and social media data. Two current challenges in the field: Challenge 1: By
analyzing data we want to understand the behavior in social systems. Challenge 2: Due to
data complexity it is difficult to test hypothesis about data but systems components facilitate
data collection/management. Thus, systems can support the development of more accurate
statistical tools.

Data characteristics:

• Big

• Long-range dependencies
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• Heterogeneous

• Dynamic/streaming (fast data)

• Partially observable (due to both privacy settings and proprietary access)

• Behavior may depend on system choices (eg. ranking results)

Open questions:

• How to sample?

– Small samples cannot capture all the properties of large datasets, but is that
important to test hypothesis about behavior/algorithms?

– We have not done a good job at formulating the problem of sampling from large
datasets.

• When are friendship links more informative than similarity links with unknowns users?

• How to specify and model the population?

• About data

– How to combine data from multiple sources?

– How to provide shared access to data?

– Access control policies? Impression management

Identifying Grand Challenges: Identify a critical analysis question in an application area.
Then, identify area of IT that considers similar types of questions or vice versa. Integrate
the ideas from information theory with questions about knowledge integration.
Example problem: Diffusion in networks. Two aspects in the diffusion in networks to consider
are: structural effects and modeling correlated effects from neighboring nodes.

2.3 Life Sciences Grand Challenges

Biggest research accomplishments in neuroscience come from understanding the dynamics
of an individual cell. In a nutshell we can say that we only know that the brain is a complex
network. Thus, big data is of paramount importance in the study of brain physiology and
neuron micro-physiology.

Some objectives include: to understand/know:

• What data is relevant for the analysis of different phenomena at different scales

• Understanding of the behavior of the brain (how neuro-processes change brain function
and how to develop automated algorithms that simulate how changes affect brain
functions)
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Big data in Biology: Big data arise at different levels of cellular biological interest, from
Genomic, to Transcriptomic, to Proteomic, to Regulatory networks’ data.

The problem of dealing with data at big scale in biology has lead to the creation of
innovative solutions such as Foldit project that encompasses structural biology and crowd
sourcing. In Foldit website (http:/fold.it/portal/), any person can play and solve puzzles
which are validated to determine protein folding.
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